
FAR BEYOND 
FULL SERVICE
Predictive maintenance services that span set-up, 
training, monitoring, analysis, repair and return, 
all from one trusted partner.

Integrated 
Predictive 
Maintenance 

Proactive Not Reactive:
AVOID COSTLY DOWNTIME 
WITH PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE 
When it comes to predictive maintenance, 
periodic route-based monitoring 24/7, 365 days 
a year is just the beginning.

At Jenkins, we go beyond the expected, with 
online monitoring services backed by:

   7 vibration analysts on staff
   110 years of motor repair experience
   Large equipment capacity 

Having that expertise matters when you consider 
that if critical equipment fails, you’re out time and 
money. 

Through monitoring and failure prediction, 
Jenkins can work with you to schedule 
maintenance outages and get you back up and 
running without delay. And if we’re monitoring 
remotely, we eliminate the need for your staff 
to access equipment in hard-to-reach or 
dangerous locations. 

Of course, we can also work hand-in-hand with 
your onsite team as needed. Simply put, you’ll 
operate more efficiently and safely with Jenkins 
predictive maintenance services by your side. 

Up to 75%
Reduction in critical malfunctions 
with predictive maintenance1

Up to 30%
Lower maintenance costs with 
predictive maintenance2 



Jenkins Predictive Maintenance Services:
A step-by-step look at success

COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING OR MORE TURNKEY?
Our staff of vibration analysts, technicians and overall expertise 
in industrial equipment monitoring means that we can provide 
you with the level of service you need, based on your current 
staff and system. 

   Critical equipment & baseline identification
   Data collection frequency
   Monitoring hardware specification & installation
   Monitoring & trending data analysis report
   Support when alarm triggered
   Outage planning & rush repair
   Reinstall & alignment

Just call, email or stop by Jenkins
We’re ready to assist you in truly integrated predictive maintenance services. 

To learn more or to get started, visit us at JenkinsElectric.com, call us at 
800-438-3003 or send us an email to answers@jenkins.com. 

What You Can Avoid with 
Jenkins Predictive Maintenance
       Run to Failure Costs
       Production Loss
       No Spares on HanD

THE ROI OF PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
Often, companies sell you the hardware you need and leave the 
rest to you. Jenkins can not only assist with hardware set up, but 
also customize your monitoring and repair services to ensure 
success. We even integrate with existing hardware/software,
sensors, and cabling.  

Our predictive maintenance customers have seen the value of 
monitoring critical equipment with Jenkins.  What sets us apart is 
our ability to: 

   Ensure sensors and limits are set properly with 7 vibration analysts 
   Collaborate to identify critical production loss equipment
   View data in real time and keep track of critical assets even in remote      
   locations via online monitoring
   Provide real-time alerts without the analysis of raw data
   Schedule downtime when convenient and avoid unnecessary maintenance

1U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Federal Energy 
Management Program report. 
2Based on Augury data and DOE, Federal Energy Management Program. 

        Accurate, Timely Set-Up
            Critical equipment inventory
            Determining correct sensor placement
            Monitoring hardware specification 
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        Data Capture & Diagnostics
            Remote or route-based data capture
            Trending data reports
            Fault alarm across devices with 
            online monitoring

        Quick Repair Turnaround 
            On-site or at Jenkins repair facility
            Seven in-house vibration analysts
            Equipment return, reinstall & alignment 


